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Presidents Message
Well it’s been 10 years since my first time as
club president. This club has come a long way
in 10 years but we have a long way to go and
with the current economy it’ll be a tough trip.
We’re all going to have to come up with ideas
to help support our club. And we need to
reach out to the newer and younger members
to become more involved in club functions.
So if you’re going to a club activity, pick up
the phone and invite someone that lives in
your area. And if anyone has any suggestions
for other activities, just contact an officer
or board member. I met Jacqueline Carswell
this past weekend at the West Coast Specialty
(she is president of the National Club) and
her comment was -Oh-you’re that club that
does everything. Lets keep that reputation.
Hope you and your hounds stay healthy.   
Jackie Barnett
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Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club Annual Meeting
Minutes
June 20, 2009 - Buds Pub & Inn, Dixon, CA
President called the meeting to order at 11.15 am
Officers and Board members present : C Gabriel, C Thompson,
L Rosebrock, M Sharkey, J Schluter, J Barnett, L Finucane.
Apologies : A Gould, H Colby. Members present : A Schluter, K
Corriea, M Thompson, J & L Giles, T & R Burchett, J Williams, C
Jones, C Lursen, E Powers, D Rosebrock, G Barnett, B Brown,
K Gabriel, A Simpson, P Molloy, L Park, P Squires, T & I Bourdon.
Previous Minutes : w/correction ($ voted for Fun Match not
Specialty expenditure) m/s L Rosebrock/K Corriea passed
President’s Report (C Gabriel) : the United Irish Societies
ask for suggestions of how to orient the St Patrick's Day event
towards families. Joyce Seigling thanks the Club for their 50th
Anniversary card. Members should be careful to follow the rules
on voting ballots. Many people did not notice their included ballots, etc, when sent along with the agenda recently.
Secretary’s Report (C Thompson) : No coresspondence to
report.
Treasurer’s Report (J Schluter) : not including Fun Match /
Boutique figures - checking $ 2,931 / savings $ 10,760 m/s to
accept reports M Thompson / J Williams
2009 Specialty :
Show Chair (C Thompson) : L Souza has agreed to compile
the ads for this years' catalog. Premium Lists will go out on
time. If you do not receive one by late July, contact the Show
chair,Chris Thompson.
Trophies (M Thompson) : ������������������������������������
will require approx $ 2- 2,500 expenditure in July. Ribbons to be ordered at appropriate time.
Boutique (M Thompson) : $ was made at the Fun Match,
especially on Rain Wear ! The recent Fire Sale went very well
at $ 800 plus, with one order sent to S Africa.
Specialty Lure Coursing (K Corriea) : the Specialty lure
course Judge will be Jayme Jones.
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Field & Grounds (W Colby) : pretty much as
���������������
has been before - will attempt to make erecting the tents less stressful ...
Committees :
Activities (F Christian) : July 4-11 Emigrant Wilderness, 65
mile hike - September 5-8 (Labor Day weekend) Green Island
Lake, 5 mile round-trip hike.
Bugle (R Burchett) : a few typos are still getting by. If limited
to 65 pages, the cost is half of otherwise ...
Historian & Legislation (C Jones) : SB 250 is awaiting
assignment to committee.
NCIWC Lure Coursing (K Corriea /R Burchett) : Fun Run
open to all breeds on 8 August, at Oakley.
Open Field (C Thompson) : always need more participants.
Website (Pat Murkland) : as able, is working on revisions to
the website set up and a blog site. More time after August.
Membership Form redesign (J Giles) : IWCA's seems
voluminous. NCIWC's is complete & sufficient. Discussion
: new applicants should be introduced by their sponsors
at a meeting (out of area persons receiving consideration).
No NCIWC code of ethics - one should be added to the
application. Form Constitution & Bylaw committee - to review
each for current law. m/s J Giles / J Schluter passed.
Policies (R Burchett) : amend Club policies to require new
members be present when being voted in - Robin will present
a draft policy at the next meeting.
New Members (R Burchett) : Brian Harper & Nikki Neufeld
m/s C Jones / K Corriea passed. WELCOME !
Board election results (all) : the slate was returned as
presented. A vacancy is created by J Barnett becoming
President. This will be filled by Board vote at the next meeting.
Old Business :
2010 West Coast National Specialty (J Souza-Bartlett) :
Website at www.iwca2010.com All is moving ahead.
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Specialty Judge Selections - 2010,11 & 12 :������������
Conformation (in order) - Reynolds; Lundstrom; Lewington; Arn; Jensen;
Trotter; Steidel. Sweeps (in order) - Burchett; Benjamin; Volk;
Thomasson; Fairbanks; Hartenstein. Contact will be made, and
assignments offered, in strict order of availability.
2009 Spring Fun Match (J Schluter/C Jones) : May 2 in
Dixon. Much organisation done by J Schluter beforehand due
to the need to attend a family wedding on 2 May. On the day,
L Rosebrock & C Jones officiated splendidly. Many thanks to
Judge J Watkins, Ring Steward L Souza, CGC Judge
��������������
C Stockham and for the wonderful awards made by C Gabriel. Jane S
and Carol J have generously offered to “do” it again next year
... ! They will investigate cheaper sites.
New Business :
Lure Course committee volunteers still needed.
Club action opposing irresponsible breeders (M Thompson)
: Megan will investigate the cost of newspaper & internet ads.
Lake Tahoe ski-lift adventure (C Jones) : when certain
slopes are snow-less, the Club could hold an event at a resort
such as NorthStar, travelling with the hounds on the trams to
the heights. Cost is $ 5 per traveller. Hounds free. There are
bbq areas and a snack bar (no smoking). Decision - not to be
a Club event this year - lack of time - maybe next year. www.
northstar@tahoe.com
Next meeting : Saturday, 22 August at the Gabriel's (one hour
after IW judging at Mensona Show, Santa Rosa) - 18 Everett
Road, Petaluma, CA 94952 (707) 794-8998
Adjourned 1.25 pm
m/s B Brown / J Williams passed
BRAGS ! BRAGS !!

BRAGS !!!

respectfully submitted,
Chris Thompson, NCIWC Secretary
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Membership Page
Members Read In June 20, 2009:
Brian harper & Nikki Neufeld
25 N. Gate Drive
Atherton, CA 94027
(408) 205-8055
bw_harper@yahoo.com
Dogs: Pax
Sponsors: Carol Gabriel & Kari Tross
New Address:
Jenny Test
52 Sotelo Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
New Email:
Jacques Obermeyer

Jac@ciareoiniw.com

Heather Colby

heathercolby@earthlink.net			
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News Page
THIS IS YOUR LAST BUGLE IF YOUR
DUES HAVE NOT BEEN PAID !

The Irish Wolfhound Club Of America will be
holding their 2010 National Specialty in
Pleasanton, California, during the month of
May. If you would like to help (all kinds of
help is needed), please
contact the Show Chairman:

Jamie Souza

showchair@iwca2010.com

For more information, please go to the IWCA website
iwclubofamerica.org
and scroll down to 2010 National Specialty

If anyone would like a current club membership list,
please let Robin Burchett know. The list can be
sent by snail mail, or email (excel).
Robin can be reached at (925) 689-9765 or
				
tory_iw@att.net
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND
CLUB
28th Specialty Show & Sweepstakes
September 11th – 12th, 2009
Sonoma-Marin Fairgrounds, Petaluma
Conformation Judge: Carol Esterkin
Sweepstakes Judge: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner
Obedience Judge: Stephanie Gomez
Rally Judge: Loretta Delinger
Show Chairman: Chris Thompson
(707) 965-1531 truebrit@napanet.net
An ASFA Lure Trial will take place early on
Sunday, September 13th

Come and join in on all the fun !
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AFRIN WARNING
Sent to me by a Schnauzer friend, I thought this was worth sharing:
I had a very close call with one of my whippets recently, and
wanted to put out a warning about the toxicity of Oxymetazoline
HCL, the active ingredient in AFRIN and some other over-thecounter nasal decongestant sprays. Even a small amount in their
mouth (it is absorbed through mucous membranes, they do not
even need to swallow any!) can cause a *lethal* drop in blood
pressure and heart rate in just a very few hours. Nausea usually
is the first symptom.
I found my dog (Whippet) chewing on a bottle of Afrin just
before bedtime - there was a wet spot where most of the liquid
had leaked onto the bed. She started vomiting about 20 minutes later, and about an hour after that her gums suddenly went
almost white. I got her to an emergency clinic ASAP, where her
blood pressure was so low, they were unable to get a reading.
Fortunately, there is an antidote - Antisedan - which most vet
hospitals have. That plus IV fluids and medication for the nausea stabilized my dog fairly quickly.
And fortunately, if they survive the immediate crisis, the
Oxymetazoline HCL only lasts in their system about 24 hours
(they may need repeated doses of the antidote throughout that
period), and it apparently has no lasting effects (no kidney or
liver damage, etc).
I was very lucky - my dog was home from the hospital in about
24 hours, and hasn’t looked back. But I never dreamed that stuff
was so very toxic to dogs, and wanted to send out a warning to
all to keep any human meds, even common over-the-counter
10

ones, well out of reach of pets (including bedside nightstand
drawers!)
Many thanks to the ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center for
their assistance. Every pet owner should keep their phone number handy - minutes can count when a pet has been exposed to
something potentially toxic!! There is a fee, but it is well worth
it when a life may be at stake. 888-426-4435. Please go enter
that number in your cell phones and post it on your refrigerator
ASAP.
Sidney Hoblit
& the Stone House Sighthounds
I think anytime you find one of your dogs chewing on a bottle
of human medication the only safe step is to rush the animal
and the bottle to the nearest emergency veterinary clinic (and
you need to know where those are before you need one!) credit
card in hand. There is very little time with some of the drugs we
carry in our purse, and it is amazing what a fully equipped clinic
can do (not necessarily your local vet). I had 2 saved who had
gotten my purse off the table and reduced the contents, including
a bottle of tylenol, to mush. The clinic somehow filtered their
blood for 3 days and they both made a total recovery. But the
vet said that if I hadn’t been so speedy, too much damage would
already have been done to save them.
Ellen in OH
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BRAGS
DC Castlemaine’s Pirate Queen, LCM, CD,SC, RN
(Gracie), achieved her AKC Master Courser on
June 13, 2009. Gracie is loved by Ed Powers &
Cathy Lursen. She is one of the first IW’s in the
nation to receive this title.
Brady is now CH Aragorn Brady of Aeroglen (loved
by Jill Bryson) . . . AND CH Holly Go Lightly, FCh
(Leanne & Paul Howard) celebrated her 10th birthday yesterday Deion Burchett achieved his CD (companion dog)
title June 5, 2009.
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Positive Power

Pain - and fear-free training methods are
effective and enjoyable.
By Nancy Kerns
Last month I mentioned how our daily “off’ practice
paid off when Otto first noticed my friend Leonora’s goats.
Otto is fascinated by these animals, which puff up like cats,
rear up like horses, and make very weird, scary direct eye
contact - very undoglike. As riveted as he was by the goats,
every time I said, “Otto, off!” he immediately turned away from
the goats and looked at me. Of course, I delivered a bit of hot
dog - his favorite treat - right to his lips, each time he so much
as glanced at or stepped toward me. It was a calm, drama-free
event; no goats or dogs were harmed in the making of that
particular scene.
It was a great testimonial for the effectiveness of
positive training in general, and specifically for an all-positive
method of training a dog to exert self-control. I wasn’t yelling at
Otto, scaring him (and any other creature around), or threatening his general well-being if he made the wrong move. It wasn’t
fear of punishment - or fear of me - or some sort of amorphous
“respect” that he had for me, or his “recognition” of my “leadership” that led him to resist his desire to chase or otherwise engage the goats. It was simply another step along a deliberately
built, assiduously practiced, behavior modification program.
“How did you teach him that?” Leonora wondered.
She was particularly curious because she worries every
spring and summer about her dogs getting bitten by rattlesnakes (they are very common in this part of Northern California) and the only methods of so-called “snake-proofing” that
she had been able to find involved shock collars - which,
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fortunately, she hadn’t liked the idea of, without really knowing
why. I hastened to assure her that shock collars and every other
type of punishing aversive were not only unnecessary, but also
potentially damaging to her relationship with her dogs. And that
the positive approach had many more daily applications than
snake-proofing.
I tried to explain how it was an extension of a basic
“Don’t touch!” exercise, but the more that I’ve thought about it,
the more I realize that it is also emblematic of the relationshipbuilding power of positive training in general.
Choices
First, as a dog owner, you have to realize that a dog is
a dog; he possesses natural desires - genetically programmed,
most-likely responses to many types of stimuli. You are not trying to teach him about “right” and “wrong” nor about “obeying”
you. You are simply trying to modify his natural responses to
make them more convenient to you. Positive training not only
accomplishes this goal, but also has the side effect of giving the
dog a strong desire to do the things you’d like him to do, increasing the odds that he’ll change his behavior in just the way
you would like him to. Think of it as team-building!
In a thoughtful positive training pro- gram - which is what
I strive to employ with Otto - the goal is to teach the dog some
basic, all-purpose responses that can be applied in progressively more and more challenging environments, with tiny successes at each level leading to a greater likelihood of success
at each and every level of difficulty.
Using the procedure described in detail by Pat Miller
in “Request For Leave” (WDJ August 2008), I started teaching
Otto the “Off!” or “Don’t touch!” exercise by putting a delicious
treat in my closed fist, and holding the fist right under Otto’s
nose. He could smell the treat, and licked and nosed my hand
to try and get it. The moment he looked away or moved away
from my hand (and the treat), I’d mark the moment by saying
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“Yes!” (Miller uses the click! of a clicker) and give him a treatfrom my other hand.
Otto quickly leamed that the only way to get a treat
was to ignore the one right in front of him. As soon as it was
clear he got the concept of the exercise, I added a verbal cue:
“Off!” (Some people prefer “Leave it!” or “Don’t touch!”) The
next step was to open my hand so he could see the treat in
addition to smelling it - quickly closing my hand on the treat if it
seemed like he was about to grab it. I’d also place .. a treat on
the ground and say, “OID” Ifhe , tried to get it, I could slide one
of my feet over the treat to keep him from getting it. And the
moment he looked away from the treat, 1’d give him a different
treat.
Such a simple exercise - with such powerful applications. In leaming this exercise, a dog leams to resist his first
instinct (grab the treat) and delay his gratification - not a particularly dog-like thing to do! He also leams that you are highly
likely to deliver a more delicious treat, or more of them, if he
resists his urge to take the seemingly more accessible one.
I’m fascinated by the fact that, when denied access to
the easy treat, most dogs will naturally look at their handler’s
face, looking for a clue as to when their reward will come. This
glance grows into a gaze, and, when it’s frequently reinforced
with meaningful rewards, the gaze itself becomes a default
behavior for the dog that precludes him from doing things you
don’t want him to do, such as see (and then chase) a squirrel,
or see (and engage with) another dog.
Otto and I practice “Off’ every day we are together. We
practice in highly controlled conditions, such as feeding time,
when I don’t put his bowl of food on the floor until he offers a sit
and looks at me, and then holds that sit (and gaze) until I put
the bowl down and release him to eat. A few times a day, I formally practice and reinforce the puppy kindergarten-level “Off!”
exercise, with a treat in my hand,. But I also try to train informally throughout the day. For example, when making myself a
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sandwich for lunch, I might “accidentally” drop a piece of roast
beef and say “OID” as he’s reaching for it. I’m careful to position
myself to be able to quickly block his access to it with my foot or
leg, so he doesn’t get reinforced for diving for the food anyway.
(He does ultimately get that piece of beef, and more, when he
looks away from the fallen piece.)
I say “OFF” when he hears someone walking down the
sidewalk in front of our house, and instead of barking, he looks
at me. If I don’t have a treat in my pocket, I make sure to raise
him and take the time to give him a few moments of scratching
his favorite itchy places. I say “Off!” when he looks at the cat as
she scratches her favorite scratching post in the backyard; Otto
and I both know that she often follows up a scratching session
with a wild-kitty dash across the yard, so the “Off” in this case is
a proactive preventative.
I also practice the “Off’ exercise when we play fetch and
tug, and when Otto comes to nudge my elbow as I’m working at
the computer. I might tell him “Off’ when we are greeting someone on the street, if it seems to me that his proximity is making
someone nervous. And I use it a lot on our walks and bike rides.
When I see him see something like a feral cat, a squirrel on a
wire, a robin hopping along the ground, or an aroused-looking
dog running along a fence, I say “Off’ and reward, reward, reward him when he looks away from the thing and looks back at
me.
Rewards
Does that mean I’m always wearing a bait bag full of
treats? In our first year together, yes, I always wore a bag full
of delicious treats when I took Otto out for a walk or bike ride,
or brought him to a friend’s house. We’re celebrating our first
anniversary together at the end of this year. The bait bag is
staying at least a while longer, because if I wasn’t a reliable
supplier of rewards that are more valuable to him than whatever
else it is that he wants, I’m sure he’d eventually “do the math”
and realize that chasing the squirrels or whatever was far more
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rewarding than my praise alone. When he resists something
that’s high on his personal fun scale, I try to reward him accordingly, with ajackpot of treats and perhaps a quick game of tug of
war with the leash. At home, in the yard, praise and petting rank
high on the Otto satisfaction scale. Out in the world, they aren’t
worth as much. It’s like taking dollars to Europe!
I also try to mix it up. Sometimes he wins a piece of hot
dog; sometimes I reach past the hot dog to a piece of cheese.
Sometimes there are sardines in the bag - wow! Sometimes he
gets one piece; every so often I’ll dump the entire contents of
the bait bag onto the ground! He’s won the lottery! I think of it
like that TV show, Let’s Make a Deal. If someone always knew
what was behind Door Number One, it would take the fun out of
choosing that option.
This sounds like a lot of work. Added up over our first
year together, it is, and yet the daily average is probably less
than 10 minutes a day. We’ve had days where I trained, off and
on, for hours. And other days when I’ve maybe asked him to do
one simple thing all day.
But I’m happy to do the work. I enjoy working with him
and seeing his enjoyment at working with me. I love watching his face as he tries to puzzle out what I’ve asked and what
he has to do to “win” a reward of food, petting or just my mo
mentary attention. And I’m happy to do the work because I’m
highly motivated to help him become a dog that I can take any
where with ease and comfort, secure in the knowledge that he
won’t cause problems for anyone. I plan on having this dog for
decade and more, and I consider the time I spend training now
to be an investment in our future together. ~

Nancy Kerns is Editor of WDJ She adopted Otto on June 13,
2008.
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What you can do ...
• Practice working with your dog daily! Even if it’s just for a
minute or two. The time adds up.
• Make sure that the rewards you give him are enjoyable to
him; if they aren’t more enjoyable than the alternative, he’ll
take the alternative.
This isn’t” disobedience” or “stubbornness,” it’s just math!
• Mix up your rewards; if they are too predictable or boring,
your dog will start choosing more interesting alternatives
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STAY INFORMED - please take time to see what you
can do to prevent misguided pet laws !
AKC Launches New Canine Legislation Tracking System
[May 7, 2009]
The AKC is pleased to announce the launch of the new AKC Government Relations Legislation Tracking Service. This new service
enables you to check the status of all 2009 canine legislation in each
of the 50 states, as well as federal legislation.
To use this service, go to the AKC Government Relations web page,
www.akc.org/canine_legislation and click on the large “AKC Government Relations 2009 Legislation Tracking” icon. This will bring you to
a new page with a clickable map of the United States. To view federal
legislation, click on the “US Fed” icon to the right of the map. You can
also click on any state to view that state’s pending canine legislation,
the latest legislative developments, the progress of specific bills, and,
if applicable, AKC legislative alerts and messages. In addition, you
can view the actual text of the bill or read a brief official legislative
summary.
The AKC does not have a position on every bill posted; rather, this
service is meant as a reference tool for you to see all the issues being
considered in your state.
We hope you will enjoy using this new service of the AKC Government Relations Department.
Any questions or comments regarding this new service should be
directed to the AKC Government Relations Department at (919) 8163720 or doglaw@akc.org.
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Lake Almanor Camp Out May 23 - 26, 2009
This years Almanor camping trip was probably one of the best, partially due to the fantastic weather. The people, who brought their RVs
for camping, came up two days early. This allowed us to have a complete corner of the camp ground just for the Irish Wolfhound crowd.
As has become tradition at Almanor, we had fantastic Pot lucks;
everyone pulled out all the stops and we ate like true Kings of Irish
Wolfhounds. The weather was such that Peggy Molloy and Jim Williams went swimming in the lake. Peggy’s hounds followed her with
some coaxing into deep water and did a couple of dog paddles back
to firm footing. All of us took several walks along the foot paths that
follow along the lake or through the woods. One of the longer routes
ends at a small store with Ice cream, a fitting reward. We set up the

lure equipment provided by Terry Burchett in the meadow next to the
campground. All the dogs enjoyed the lure immensely, even the ones
who weren’t interested in chasing; it just felt good running around.
A few of our hounds were quite keen on the lure and had good runs.
Our lure course judge, Chris Thompson, placed Jim William’s Sheena
first place, and Mary Sharkey’s Neibh second. Also for runner ups
were the Colby’s Staffordshire terrier Brand, the Finucane’s Maggie, and our most beloved veteran, the Thompson’s Or. We also had
a Boxer from one of the campers, run enthusiastically. This year’s
Jungle Dog conformation judge Cecilia Vasquez, chose as the theme:
the dog best representing our camping activity. After careful exam
of all dogs present, she chose Jim William’s Sheena for first place.
Sheena had jumped up and placed her paws on the judge’s shoulders
and placed a big slurp across her face, a sure way to gain a victory.
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Edna Henley’s, Nessa placed second. After two days of collecting
items for the treasure hunt the first place winner was Wayne Colby.
Second place was closely contested, with one point separating the
scores. Second place went to the Finucane’s. Third place went to Kim
Morris. Kim had the most artistic collage of all the items, much like a
jewelry display tree. Of honorable mention were Ken and Carol Jones.

This year we
had twenty
Irish Wolfhounds, and
all got along
just fine.

People attending:
Peter Rock, Edna Henley
Ken & Carol Jones
Lori, Patrick & Hannah Finucane
Chris Thompson
Don Darosa, Cecilia Vasquez and family
Kim & Phil Morris
Mary Sharkey, Frank Christian
Visited for the day were Dan & Denise Switzer from paradise.
Thanks to all for making this activity such a success.
Submitted:
Frank Christian
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Ivanhoe at Sunrise Assisted Living Home
Ring, ring. It’s another phone call for Ivanhoe. A group of students, traveling from Japan, was coming to visit the residents
at Sunrise and the Activities Director would love to have them
meet Ivanhoe. The visit was set for the following Monday. With
no plans for that day I couldn’t think of anything I would rather
do.
Monday arrives and out comes the brush, the collar and the
leash. Off we go with Ivanhoe’s tail wagging to beat the band.
Seems like every time we visit Sunrise, we meet someone new.
Today is no exception as, upon our arrival, we met up with a
wonderful, new gentleman. He was absolutely mesmerized by
Ivanhoe and, of course, Mr. I. enjoyed his new found friend very
much and lapped up every attention-filled moment.
The bus pulls up and the students have arrived. Their reactions, when they saw Ivanhoe, ranged from delight to terror !
ALL of them are shocked. They had digital cameras and, never
having seen a dog this size, wanted individual pictures taken
with him. One by one they knelt beside the huge, gentle Hound
and, holding their fingers in a peace sign, had their pictures
snapped. One student wanted her picture taken but was too
afraid. I explained, through the interpreter, that Ivanhoe would
sit VERY still. She quickly knelt beside him, put her trembling
fingers in a peace sign, and her friends took the picture. She
was obviously thrilled and very proud of herself. She now had
the perfect souvenir to take home.
No matter what the occasion, Ivanhoe is always a big hit at
Sunrise !!
Carol Gabriel
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Ivanhoe at Sunrise Assisted Living Home

It always amazes me what greatness our hounds are
capable of - please contact Carol Gabriel for information on visiting Sunrise
Carol Gabriel (707) 794-8998
KGabriel38@comcast.net
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SPECIAL BIRTHDAYS :
Nancy Aiken’s 8-0 Celebration
A perfect setting at Carol
Jorczak and Chris Bergman’s
beautiful homes in Oregon.
Wonderful group, delicious
food, Wolfhounds and wannabe’s running happily all around.
Nancy was surprised and delighted!!
Of course, she was asked to
“critique” puppies, which she
did, sharing her years of knowledge with us all. She swam,
she opened gifts, she visited with everyone. The beautiful
Birthday cake had pictures of her handsome Hounds on it.
(Kiera loved the cake.) It just doesn’t get any better !!
Many happy returns of the day, Nancy.
Carol G.
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Nancy’s Party !
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On Saturday, June 28th, a small group of friends gathered
at the London Bridge Pub in Monterey, California to celebrate her 80th birthday with Lois Thomasson. The weather
was wonderful, the scenery spectacular and the messages
of congratulations and gratitude to Lois for her impact of
the wolfhound world were the icing on the cake. Guests
included local friends as
well as some who flew
in from other states.
Many guests recounted
getting their first wolfhound from Lois, some
as many as 35-45 years
ago.
In addition to the
guests present, Lois
received congratulatory
phone calls from Texas
and Missouri.
An album of well wishes
had been prepared
with submissions from
friends all around the
US, as well as from Denmark, Poland, Canada,
Ireland and England.
Of course there were
also 3 very well behaved wolfhounds who joined in the
celebration.
This remarkable woman, who has done so much for our
breed, was really surprised!
Lynne
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Skyline Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mrs. Mary Ann Alston

June 4,2009
5 Dogs / 3 Bitches / 4 Dog Sp

WD/BOW
Fleetwind Carroy Brian Boru - Lynne Rosebrock
		
& Lois Thomasson
RWD Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB/BOS
Carroy Fieleacan MacTate - Lynne
		
& Dick Rosebrock
RWB Gabriel’s Lil O’Tintern - Jackie Barnett
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
Skyline Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mrs. Patti Neale

June 5,2009
5 Dogs / 2 Bitches / 4 Dog Sp

WD/BOW/BOB Fleetwind Carroy Brian Boru - Lynne Rosebrock
		
& Lois Thomasson
RWD Gabriels Lucas O’Fletcher - Carol Gabriel
WB/BOS
Carroy Fieleacan MacTate - Lynne
		
& Dick Rosebrock
RWB Gentor’s Dragonfly Of Zajacz - Carla Zayac
Contra Costa County Kennel Club
June 6,2009
Judge: Mrs. Molly Martin
5 Dogs / 13 Bitches /
				
6 Dog & 1 Bitch Sp
WD/BOW
Fleetwind Carroy Brian Boru - Lynne Rosebrock
		
& Lois Thomasson
RWD Vintage Cadus Of Kerryarc - Brian Ness & Michael Weiss
WB
Applearbor Siobhan O’Tara - Mike Luba & Aggie Curtis
RWB Applearbor Clohe O’Tara - Mike Luba & Aggie Curtis
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
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BOS
Ch Cabells Morgandy O’Fionn Macain - Lori Finucane

Contra Costa County Kennel Club
Judge: Ms. Connie Gard
				

June 7,2009
3 Dogs / 10 Bitches /
4 Dog & 2 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW
Fleetwind Carroy Brian Boru - Lynne Rosebrock
		
& Lois Thomasson
RWD Vintage Cadus Of Kerryarc - Brian Ness & Michael Weiss
WB
Glenamadda Starkeeper O’Duchas - Michael & Marcia
Walsh, Jamie Souza Bartlett & Linda Souza
RWB Carroy Fieleacan MacTate - Lynne & Dick Rosebrock
BOB
Ch Triple E Murray Of Limerick - Maureen McKee-Eidson,
Linda Souza & Jamie Souza Bartlett
BOS Ch Eirinn’s Rafiki Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
Shasta Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Toddie Clark
				

June 11,2009
1 Dog / 3 Bitches /
2 Dog & 1 Bitch Sp

WD
Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB/BOW
Destiny Matilda McSpencer - Suzanne McCombs
RWB Destiny Manella McMann - Glo Cannon
& Suzanne McCombs
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
BOS Ch Eirinn’s Rafiki Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
Shasta Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. Richard Reynolds
				

June 12,2009
2 Dogs / 4 Bitches /
3 Dog & 1 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW
Horizons Declan Of Winchester - Frank Christian
RWD Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB
Destiny Matilda McSpencer - Suzanne McCombs
RWB Destiny Manella McMann - Glo Cannon
& Suzanne McCombs
BOB
Ch Cash Of Limerick - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza Bartlett
BOS Ch Eirinn’s Rafiki Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
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Butte County Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. Mark Houston-McMillan
				

June 13,2009
2 Dogs / 8 Bitches /
3 Dog &s 1 Bitch Sp

WD

Horizons Declan Of Winchester - Frank Christian
RWD Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB/BOW/BOS
Destiny Manella McMann - Glo Cannon
& Suzanne McCombs
RWB Eirinn’s Sheenagh At Glynn Eyrie - Jim Williams
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
Butte County Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Patricia Gellerman
				

June 14,2009
2 Dogs / 7 Bitches /
2 Dog Specials

WD/BOW
Horizons Declan Of Winchester - Frank Christian
RWD Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB/BOS
Gabriels Lunablu Of Folkloire - Alan
		
& Jane Schluter
RWB Destiny Manella McMann - Glo Cannon
& Suzanne McCombs
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Patricia Gilbert
				
WD

June 27,2009
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches /
3 Dog & 3 Bitch Specials

Horizons Doughan Geogas Wabbit - Heather
& Wayne Colby
RWD Eirinn’s Padraig Of Carroy - Sally & Paul Kimsey
WB/BOW
Gabriel’s Lil O’Tintern - Jackie Barnett
RWB Tintern’s Copar - Jackie & Gary Barnett
BOB
Ch Cash Of Limerick - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza Bartlett
			
**** Hound Group Four ***
BOS Ch Eirinn’s Rafiki Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
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Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. Edward Gilbert
				

June 28,2009
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches /
2 Dog & 3 Bitch Specials

WD/BOW
Eirinn’s Padraig Of Carroy - Sally & Paul Kimsey
RWD Horizons Doughan Geogas Wabbit - Heather
& Wayne Colby
WB
Gabriel’s Lil O’Tintern - Jackie Barnett
RWB Eirinn’s Sheenagh At Glenn Eyrie - James Williams
BOB
Ch Cash Of Limerick - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza Bartlett
			
**** Hound Group Two ***
BOS Ch Cabells Morgandy O Fionn Macain - Lori Finucane
Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. Joe Tacker
				

July 11, 2009
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches /
2 Dog & 1 Bitch Specials

WD/BOW
Kaelyn’s Dashiell O’Barra Gwynn - Melinda Chaney
RWD Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB
Carroy Roisin O’Fergus - Lynne & Dick Rosebrock
RWB Glenamadda Starkeeper O’Duchas - Mike & Marcia Walsh
& Jamie Souza Bartlett
BOB
Ch Carroy Fergus McTate - Lynne & Dick Rosebrock
BOS Ch Kaelyn’s Trinity At knightwind - Chuck Stockham &
Angela Constable
Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Marci Forrester
		

July 12, 2009
1 Dog / 2 Bitches /
2 Dog & 1 Bitch Specials

WD
Gigolo Roan Inish - Angela Constable
WB/BOW/BOS
Carroy Fieleacan MacTate - Lynne & Dick
			Rosebrock
RWB Carroy Roisin O’Fergus - Lynne & Dick Rosebrock
BOB
Ch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
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FDA NEWS RELEASE
FDA: First Drug to Treat Cancer in Dogs Approved
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration today announced
the approval of Palladia (toceranib phosphate), the first drug
developed specifically for the treatment of cancer in dogs.
Palladia is approved to treat canine cutaneous (skin-based)
mast cell tumors, a type of cancer responsible for about 1 out
of 5 cases of canine skin tumors. The drug is approved to treat
the tumors with or without regional lymph node involvement.
All cancer drugs now used in veterinary medicine originally
were developed for use in humans and are not approved for
use in animals. Cancer treatments used in animals are used in
an “extra-label” manner as allowed by the Animal Medicinal
Drug Use Clarification Act of 1994.
“This cancer drug approval for dogs is an important step
forward for veterinary medicine,” said Bernadette Dunham,
D.V.M., Ph.D., director of FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine. “Prior to this approval, veterinarians had to rely on
human oncology drugs, without knowledge of how safe or
effective they would be for dogs. Today’s approval offers dog
owners, in consultation with their veterinarian, an option for
treatment of their dog’s cancer.”
While canine mast cell tumors often appear small and insignificant, they can be a very serious form of cancer in dogs.
Some mast cell tumors are easily removed without the development of any further problems, while others can lead to life
threatening disease.
Palladia is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor and works in two ways:
by killing tumor cells and by cutting off the blood supply to
the tumor. In a clinical trial, Palladia showed a statistically
34

significant difference in tumor shrinkage when compared with
an inactive substance (placebo).
The most common side effects associated with Palladia are diarrhea, decrease or loss of appetite, lameness, weight loss, and
blood in the stool.
Palladia is manufactured by Pfizer Animal Health Inc., New
York City.

The correct - and safe - method of tick removal is simple,
though not always quick. But it pays to take the time to do it
the proper way:
•

Using tweezers, grasp the tick as close to where it is embedded in the skin as possible. Do not grasp the tick by its body.
(If your pet gets a lot of ticks, V-shaped or grooved instruments are
available which slide between the skin and the tick to ease removal.)
Never use your fingers, as this can expose you to diseases that the
tick may be carrying.

•

Pull slowly and steadily, directly out. Do not jerk, twist or wiggle
the tick. The steady pressure will make the tick release its hold and allow you to remove it intact. Be patient if this takes a little time.

•

Check to make sure all of the tick has been removed. Occasionally some of the tick’s mouth remains embedded in the skin.
Be careful to remove any parts remaining.

•

Once you have removed the tick, put in alcohol to kill it. (Believe it or not, ticks can survive being flushed down the toilet, as well
as being thrown in the garbage.)

•

Disinfect the bite wound with soap or a disinfectant. You can
then apply antibiotic ointment if you choose. Be sure to wash your
hands well.

				 Dog Watch, June 2009
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BEREAVEMENT STUDY
THE CONTINUING IMPACT OF A
PET’S DEATH
Researchers from the Pacific Graduate School of Psychology are conducting a study to learn about the impact of losing a pet. The investigators
are Wendy Packman, JD, PhD, Nigel
Field, PhD., and Rama Ronen, PhD.
In this work, the researchers are collaborating with Dr. Betty Carmack,
Professor Emerita, University of San
Francisco School of Nursing. They are
requesting participation from adults
(18 years and older). It is hoped that
the information learned will assist in
36

providing comprehensive care for
those grieving the death of a beloved animal companion.
If you choose to participate, you
will be asked to complete questionnaires about how you are adjusting
and coping with the loss of your pet.
The questions are designed to help
us better understand your experiences following the death of your
pet. You have the option of completing the questionnaires online
or we will mail copies of the questionnaires to you. Your individual
responses will be kept completely
confidential. Participation in this
study will take approximately 1 hour.
If you are interested in participating
in this study please send an email to:
petlossstudy@gmail.com
or call 650- 421- 4870
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NEW CD

Ch Quest Kings Ransom of Tory, CGC, RN, CD
Deion
We are very proud of our blonde boy - just goes to prove
that blondes can be smart“Into the W ilds”
Bred by Quest Irish Wolfhounds
Ed Powers & Cathly Lursen Powers
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Owned, trained and loved by Tory Irish Wolfhounds
Terry & Robin Burchett

A must-have for owners: a loaded first-aid kit
My dog, Chipper, is the opposite of a Houdini hound. Instead
of trying to escape, she strives to use her canine ingenuity to be inside my home whenever I’m there.
One day, a paint crew began removing the popcorn texture
from the ceiling. That messy job meant ushering Chipper out to a
chain-linked dog run in the back yard. Somehow, she used her teeth
to try to unwind the bottom of the fence in hopes of slipping under it
and coming inside the house through the doggy door, as she’s done in
the past.
Instead, a piece of the metal fence lodged in her muzzle. I
heard her cry and did my best to keep her calm while a painter cut
the metal to free Chipper. Her muzzle had begun bleeding profusely.
We managed to apply pressure to the wound using clean
paint rags and rushed her to the veterinary clinic, where she underwent surgery to close the wound. During the drive to the clinic, I
found myself wishing that I had a pet first-aid kit in my home.
No more wishing. Accidents can happen anytime, anywhere
to our dogs. We can’t always prevent them, but we can be prepared
by taking basic pet first-aid classes, learning pet CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and keeping a pet first-aid kit handy in our home
and in our vehicle. Here are my findings on four of popular pet firstaid kits.

The Pro Model #3030 offers 90 items and a Iyear locator service
Credit a Lab and flat-coated retriever mix named Betsy for inspiring Clint Ronnenberg to launch Outdoor Safety,
a company that caters to canine first aid and safety. Betsy cut
a foot pad during a pheasant hunting trip in Oregon in 1990,
and Ronnenberg lamented that he didn’t know of any available dog first-aid kits at the time. A year later, he started Outdoor
Safety, and it now designs premium quality first-aid kits for the
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sporting, hunting, working and traveling dog. His company’s clients
include dog owners and trainers, as well as K-9 police handlers and
agility enthusiasts.
I examined his top seller, the Pro Model #3030 Sport Canine
First Aid Kit. It contains 90 items inside its sturdy, water-resistant,
gate-hinged case - perfect to take on road trips. Pawing through the
first-aid bag, I felt like I do on Christmas morning -lots of great items
are inside. Among my favorite finds: a pen light, dog rehydration
drink mix, skunk odor remover, pill gun, silver Mylar emergency
blanket, spare leash, nail trimmers; bright stick (illuminates for up to
24 hours) and pre-surgical scrub brush.
The kit also features inside and outside pockets to store
additional items like collars and prescription meds. Because of its
extensive items and offer of a free 1-year membership to a pet locator,
I rank this as the best value.
Cost: $119.95. Four smaller kits are available, ranging from the
72-piece Pro Model
Canine Kit 2020 ($99.95) to the 46-piece Premium Canine Kit
($39.95). Size: 12 inches long by 9 inches wide by 9 inches
high. Colors: Khaki and sage green. Information: wwwDogKits.com. No sales are available by phone.
. The

Dog-Gone-It Emergency Dog Kit

Inside Express Companies, Inc. in Encinitas, Calif., the motto
is fittingly “Have a Safe Day!” After meeting with owner Matthew
Henry, I could better understand the company’s mission: to protect
people and pets from natural disasters and accidents by offering an
extensive array of first-aid kits and training in first aid and CPR.
In operation since 1993, Express Companies says it now
ranks as the No. 1 distributor of first-aid products to consumers, governmental agencies and commercial organizations. “We have learned
that people who shop for their pets want something of quality that is
there when they need it most,” Henry says. “We purposely left extra
room inside the Dog-Gone-It Emergency Dog Kit bucket so
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that people could pack in extra, personalized items for their pets like
favorite food or toys or blankets. Our sealed packets of emergency
drinking water come with a 5-year shelf life and a pour spout.”
Other items include a light stick, can opener (not all canned
dog food features pop tops), 5-foot dog leash with harness, nylon utility cord, two emergency survival blankets and vacuum-sealed packet
of emergency dog food.
In addition, the bucket also contains a basic 58-piece first-aid
kit. Bonus feature: a must-view Pet Emergency First Aid for Dogs
DVD that covers everything from traffic accidents to a simple cut paw
to performing pet CPR.
Cost: $44.99. Size: 3-gallon plastic bucket. Colors: White
bucket with a red canvas first-aid kit inside. Information: www.
first-aid-product.com. (888) 228-6694.

Bow Ow First Aid Kit
This blue-colored medicine bag with easy-grip handles is one
of the first commercially designed first-aid kits for dogs and has the
endorsement of the Humane Society of the United States. The waterresistant kit contains essential items such as styptic pencil for cuts,
hydrocortisone cream for insect bites, triple antibiotic ointment for
scratches and elastic bandage rolls for minor sprains. The scissors are
a bit small, but the blades are sharp enough to make clean cuts. The
plastic tweezers are surprisingly durable and grip easily.
I like the added items, including a pet alert door card, a sticker
for emergency numbers, a 114-paged first-aid book for dogs (and cats)
written by a veterinarian and an application form to enroll in Roam to
Home, a 24-hour national lost and found pet service.
Cost: $29.95. Size: 9 inches long by 6 ‘;’ inches wide by 3 ‘;’
inches high. Color: Blue. Information: www.petfirstaidkits.com.
(877) 269-6911.
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Bow Wow Castle Emergency Kit
While touring the Luxury Pet Pavilion pet trade show in Los
Angeles recently, I found myself drawn to the Bow Wow Castle booth.
Owner Patt Savastano loves pets and created this company to do her
part to prepare owners for natural disasters, accidents and injuries.
“Why wait until disaster strikes?” she said. “Being prepared is one of
the most important things you can do for your pet.”
Distinct features of this kit include six packets of emergency
drinking water with a 5 -year shelf life, a 50-piece American Kennel
Club-approved pet first-aid kit, emergency lead with reflective tape,
emergency ID collar, waterproof information card, multifunction travel
bag and collapsible waterproof bowl- all neatly stored inside a lightweight backpack.
The package also includes a handout that identifies other items
to include, such as your dog’s favorite toy, copy of his health records,
sealed bags of food and an extra supply of medications inside a waterproof container.
Savastano encourages owners to store the kit where they can
easily grab it in an emergency. I’d recommend keeping it in your vehicle or next to your family’s first-aid kit .•
Cost: $45.50, plus $1 O-handling fee. Size: Backpack measures 15 inches long by 12 inches wide by 4 ‘/, inches deep.
Colors: The backpack comes in red and blue, and the first-aid
kit is red.lnformation: www.bowwowcastle.com.(760) 323-0063.

Arden Moore is the editor of Catnip, our sister publication.
Your Dog product comparisons reflect testing and
evaluation by the writers of Your Dog and are independent
of Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts University
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“Into the Wilds”
We met again-it’s that time of year
Lady Gwendolyn with friends and a whole lot of gear
More joined the mix-this time around
Americans,a Brit, and German were foundAt Crabtree’s Trail head on Saturday Morn.
No Faint of Heart-just adventurers’ born
The Christian’s, Finucane’s, Chris, Colby’s & Zack
Laden down & ready with those great heavy packs
The first day seemed longest and go on forever
But the Wolfhounds pushed on-to give in- they’d never!
A river was crossed- for first night’s sleep
against a Mountain of Granite-and a valley quite deep
The next day found
Maggie- attached to
a lead
for the climbs vertical- she retreated with
speed
The second night
was spent at Pengree
LakeAnd fish were awaiting, ripe for the take
Our German friend
Kenzo caught his first
fish
learned from Zack
how to clean it for a
nice tasty dish
Across fields of Granite, the very next day
for hours we went- to Big Lake to play
The water did welcome- and Hannah went swimming
Far out to the rocks-us joining was slimming
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The fourth day went walking up the Golden Staircase
We found Yellow Knife-a quiet, historic place
The lake that was found--by some mistaking
called Red Can-t’was a site most
breathtaking!!!
A Battle of Stickman was played
that night
With Precision &
Skill- the competition was tight!
Night 5- Long Lake
Camp was spent a
slapping
Blood thirsty Mosquitoes- our blood
they were tapping
In a Highland Meadow, Gwen found her “great Treasure”
12 inches of bone, was her greatest pleasure
For miles along did Lady Gwen carry
To stop? Could not! There’s no time to tarry
The last leg of our journey--Granite Lake we did stay
Watching Osprey and fishing and talking away
The time spent was worth it-the scenery Amazing!
The friends, hounds & talks-and times spent a lazin!
We’d go back again-in a flash if we could
For those who go “Great Times” are well understood.
(the following tail as told by Gwendolyn, was heavily influenced by 8
days of Hounds, Humans, & Hills. All of which she had very little control over, but spent her days running back & forth in a valiant attempt.
Heather Colby
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NCIWC Emigrant Wilderness pack trip - 2009.
As is often the case, it was a small, though select group that
gathered at the Crabtree trailhead, near Pinecrest Lake in the
northern Sierra Nevada Mountains. This annual event attracts
the hardiest of individuals - those unafraid of (or perhaps simpleminded enough to accept) the challenge inherent in Frank Christians’ insistence on a quality experience for all ... of course, you
must keep reminding yourself that Frank walked from Mexico
to Canada over a single season (2,740 miles), so his definition
of quality should always be tempered by the knowledge that it
includes a measure of distance too !
As is usual, we had all been given a general idea of our
walking route. We were to traverse the Emigrant Wilderness
in a somewhat erratic loop, returning to our point of origin nine
days later. Most of the canines were Irish Wolfhounds, including
Show, Lure Course & Open Field hunting champions (no mere
rag tag bunch this !), each being expected to carry at least their
own food within their own backpack. This not only helps the
two-legged trail hounds with their own weighty packs but also
serves to slow down the more exuberant of those having four
legs each ... fortunately, the hounds readily adapt to the work,
though when we have to pass between trail rocks placed narrowly together, it is very amusing to watch the various solutions
found by each to the challenge !
Unusually so, we were to complete the hike in a counterclockwise direction which required that we hike down a steep
switchback almost immediately and then begin a long slow haul
through various levels to our further camp sites. The dogs settled to the trail rhythm very well, although of all the intact males
involved, it was my own Liam who seemed overly concerned
to be checking out the girls’ rear ends ... regularly, at every ten
second interval. Given that we are off-leash pretty much upon
leaving the trailhead parking area, this “got old” very quickly
! Here, we were walking within a burned area and were very
interested to see how Nature is reclaiming her territory with new
foliage - many of the wildflowers were still giving of their
display, though most were by now on the back end of their
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brilliance. Our route had been carefully chosen so as to

include as many water source options as possible. In past
years we have arrived later in the season, only to find some
creeks extremely low on water - not good when you’re getting a
little desperate !
The Finucane family had a cousin staying with them, who
came along on what was revealed to be his first hiking / camping trip. His concern for cleanliness initially invoked some (that
which I knew to be) good-natured ragging. This had to be
tempered with the knowledge that he has a mother of Japanese
decent and that we were on the edge of appearing insensitive
to his cultural background (in itself dangerous ground, presuming as it does that all Japanese conform to an expected “norm”
which may not exist !). On being presented with a perfectly
clean plate straight out of Pat’s backpack let’s say, he would
immediately go to the lake and wash it. Bemused, and knowing as we did what that water under a microscope would in truth
reveal to him, we all began a regimen of observing Kenso’s
“real world” education as closely as decorum would allow. He
learnt to fish, seemingly in the blink of an eye (I cannot catch
them myself) - actually, he caught a good one not long after
first beginning, leading to whoops of delight around the camp.
He (kinda) learnt by trial and error to erect the tent, to pack his
backpack so that MOST of the zippers were closed around the
contents and to tolerate the looks of distain (or grins) which
occasionally slipped from beneath our stolidly maintained
“masks”. At fifteen, he “grew” more, probably, in his life experience relative to his previous life than any one of the rest of us
has for years. Towards the end of our time together he was still
exuding his own particular brand of individualistic behaviour but
now it was tinged with a realisation that, yes, you CAN survive
with a little dirt mixed in with your food and that sometimes
it might be quite a healthy thing to do, to allow yourself to be
exposed to the possibilities inherent in the new. Pat said Kenso
was accompanying the family on a white water rafting trip on
the Feather River the following week. Hopefully, we’ll get to
hear what happened. He’s a good kid. Hannah, too. Looking
at her on the street, you’d assume her slight build and retiring
(somewhat !) manner would indicate your ordinary discon
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nected teen (ok, LATE teen !). But not a bit of it - “thar’s steel in
them thar loins” ... must be the OIRISH in ‘er, eh Pat ?
One of the great pleasures of this trip is that of watching
the hounds splish-splashing together in the lakes and streams,
looking much as their pre-historic ancestors would have looked,
gamboling and playing after the work of the day. For those that
may be concerned about a trip like this, wherein so many unneutered or un-spayed IWs are “running wild” and off leash for
so long (all the while under voice control, as is required by forest
rules), I must tell you that being reasonably free to “work it out”
seems to be a very good solution for the overly nervy or even
the overly dominant personality (hound OR owner !). Once
the initial introductions are completed, the natural processes of
selection take over and the “pack” pretty much adjusts itself in
order of primacy. Of course, that is NOT to suggest that all is
absolutely rosy - the natural order would, in nature, result in the
occasional physical struggle having dire consequences - and for
that reason everyone is constantly vigilant for any transgression
of our (the pack leaders’) Rules Of Engagement. Some “boys”
have an automatic tendency to dislike certain of the others.
Once that is known, obvious precautions are taken such as
placing them in differing locations in the line-of-hike and keeping
a close eye upon them. Generally, the dominant establish their
pre-eminence and the submissive allow them their position.
The middling sort alternate between standing their ground and
backing down, depending on the situation. However, there ARE
situations which, once introduced, serve to change the dynamic
and not always to the good - more on this later !
In order to complete our trip as planned we were to spend
only one night at each site, with the exception of one scheduled
for two nights towards the end. Due to the relative abundance
of water, there were huge numbers of VERY rabid mosquitoes flying around, especially at certain times of the day (they
seemed to completely ignore even the copious layering of 100
% Deet which I was always wearing). To save weight, Pat had
decided to use only a fly-sheet and not the tent which would
normally be erected beneath it. This left gaps under all of the
“tent” edges. I have no idea how he survived, without com
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plaint, the large numbers of stings he must have endured each
evening. One night, I had to kill twenty six mozzys inside my
tent before I could go to sleep (I’m VERY bad about this - one
buzz during the night brings me instantly awake). All of the
guys, and (relative to their capabilities) all of the gals, were
carrying heavy packs because we were bringing in most of our
food and the other necessary supplies. I tend to prefer frequent
stops and so began hanging back to make sure Betty was ok.
She has a VERY steady and reliable hiking speed of 1 ½ miles
per hour, which often places her at the back of the line, so it
worked out nicely that I could check on her progress as she
made it. Some of the others, notably Wayne & Frank, have a
very strong “get ‘er done” hiking style which keeps the rest of us
on track for each day’s accomplishments.
One trail took us up the “Golden Staircase” which rises
several hundred feet above a rushing thigh-high river (which
had to be crossed), on a very steep and dusty path winding in,
over and around large piles of rock. There was really only one
shady spot on the way up, of which most of us took full advantage. This gave us a great view of a scene unfolding below ...
Pat had started a few minutes after the main group, with Maggie bringing up the rear (by now, Betty had taken to beginning
her hike a little ahead of the group in order to “get a jump” on it).
We looked back down the very steep slope to see Pat steaming
up the lower level while Maggie sat, quite composedly, in the
shade at the bottom. About three hundred feet up, Pat turned
and noticed Maggie’s position and began calling her. “Maggie,
come !”. This rapidly turned into several more desperate calls
and then shall we say, some much more insistent verbiage. It
having no effect whatsoever (other than that of Maggie placing
her oh-so-weary head upon her neatly arrayed front feet), Pat
retraced his steps, got her on her feet and bidding her “heel
!”, set off again upward. Maggie did indeed heel ... for maybe
fifty feet (just enough to convince Pat she was right behind
him), whereupon she turned and gingerly resumed her place
amongst the cool shaded grass ! She obviously treads lightly
on her great feet, ‘cuz Pat continued onwards and upwards,
clearly confident in his authority and almost as far as he had
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gone during the first attempt. A sharp hairpin caused him to
reverse his gaze, and his good temper !!! Needless to say, the
long haul up that mountainside, “dang dawg” now on-leash, was
not the best experience of Pat’s walk that day. The rest of us
were having a ball watching, however ...
As we had been warned, some of our hike was to be “off
piste”; that is, by “route” and not actual marked trails. Anyone
reading this who has experience of Frank’s backpacking trips
will immediately have said to themselves ... oh, oh !
In a previous life I had worked for Her Majesty’s Government
as a cartographer and had also grown up as a Boy Scout in the
UK. So I have a reasonable way with maps. Maps have limitations. One is that they can only convey the briefest of indications of slope and topography, depending on the scale used.
They generally do not depict staircases of ten-foot boulders nor
short, sheer cliff faces. Routes drawn as a line on a map do not
ALWAYS (grin) look as you might suppose, once on the ground.
One of the routes involved a short direct hike from one lakeside campsite to another, “just” across a single ridge of granite.
The ridge itself was gained fairly easily, the dogs following their
leaders up the easy to middling rock route chosen. At the top a
huge vista unfolded, encompassing long, long views in all directions (our trip ranged from 7 plus to 9 thousand feet elevations).
This view included within it our next campsite. And some VERY
steep ground, as depicted on the map. The lead group set off
and soon encountered a narrow ledge, below which there was
(is) a ten foot vertical drop, which threatened to require a half
mile detour. Being of the intrepid, “westering” sorts, most of
those there decided to do the loopy thing of lowering ourselves
over the obstacle, using whatever leashes, rope or shoelaces
came to hand. Curiously (!), certain of the Wolfhounds had objections to this solution and it took a little persuasion and not a
little elbow grease to encourage their “leaps” into the unknown.
However, and following several short debates, sufficient trust
was eventually imparted on both sides such that we all made it
down in one piece. Wabbit decided the better part of valour is
to “just jump”, which resulted in Wayne doing the only decent
thing by providing a soft cushion in the form of his now prostrate
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body !
I mentioned a situational item earlier. You’ll remember that
we had a number of un-neutered male dogs with us on the journey. Well ... Maggie came into heat on the second day of the
hike. By the time we were finished, she was in full-blown, nodoubt-about-it, what-the-heck-do-we-do-now, how-come-onlyLiam-knew, come-and-get-me mode ... fortunately as the days
progressed we, and the hounds, were so very tired that not too
much was made of it all. One potentially dangerous off-shoot
was that, in his confused frustration, Liam decided it would be
a good idea to mount Wabbit, a male Wolfhound of twice his
height (ok, not QUITE twice) and probably somewhat heavier,
too (Wabbit is famous within this hiking crowd for having been a
lead part of the team which saw off a bear attempting to invade
our camp during a night at the Caribou Wilderness last year).
Again, fortunately, Wabbit chose to take the mature view and
whilst grumbling, walked away, leaving Liam looking slightly
dazed and very disappointed that his adour had been repulsed,
yet again ...
Alls well that ends well, so they say ...
I’ll see you and your hound(s) on the trail (route ?),
next year ...
best,
Chris Thompson
and the Hounds of Eirinn
______________
Frank & Betty (mom) Christian, with IW Declan
Wayne, Heather, with Dunnigan and Gwen
Arthur Colby, with Hank
Zack (Arthur’s friend)
Patrick Hannah Finucane, with Maggie
Kenso (a Finucane cousin)
Chris Thompson, with Liam & Rafiki
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August

2 yr olds: Keena & Kellie Conroy (f) in CA
4 yr olds: Garson Souza (f) in CA
5 yr olds: Pegeen Rosebrock (f) & Corc Sousa/Bartlett (m) in CA,
Loki Eberl (m) in CT, Salute Obermeyer (m) in NM
6 yr olds: Halle Sousa (f), Annie Straus (f), Brolie Walsh (m),
Hale LoPresti/Boulinger (m) all in CA, Lea & Hannah
McDonald
7 yr olds: Limerick Jeweler (m) in MD
8 yr olds: Whisper Temple (f), Halo MacDonald/Gabriel (f), CA

September

2 yr olds: Lucas Gabriel (m), Lil Barnett (f) & Zoey Schluter (f), Lucy
Trifeletti (f) in CA
4 yr olds: Deion Burchett (m), Demonica & Chelice Lursen-Powers in
CA Fonyah (f) & Dougal (m) Barens in The Netherlands
5 yr olds: Vaquera Tyler (f) in CA
6 yr olds: Druid Sheaffer (m) in WA
8 yr olds: Whisper Temple (f), Gordon Thomasson in CA, Jordan
Fairbanks (f) in TX, Mon Ami Aiken (f) in OR
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Reilly Sproat
One Year Old
April 18, 2008

Reilly of Merriweather was one year old on April l8th.
He is the most wonderful dog ever......brag brag.
He has much more outgoing personality than our wonderful
Ghillie who we lost a couple of years ago. He actually plays
ball, etc. Best of all, he lies in his bed and howls when he
wants some love. We have to get down and cuddle him
and whisper sweet nothings in his ear before he is satisfied.
His little friend (our Norwich terrier) washes his whole head
every morning and kisses him goodnight. We are thrilled
with him and thank Kim and Philip for this terrific addition to
our family.
Ron and Mary Sproat

NCIWC Calendar
August 1 & 2, 2009
August 8, 2009
August 8, 2009
August 9, 2009
August 20 & 21, 2009
August 22, 2009
August 22 & 23, 2009
August 29 & 30, 2009

Richmond Dog Fanciers - Dixon
NCIWC Fun Run - Oakley
PHFNC ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Hollister
MBCA ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Hollister
Lake County Kennel Club - Santa Rosa
NCIWC Meeting - Gabriels Home
Mensona Kennel Club - Santa Rosa
Gold Country Kennel Club - Grass Valley

September 5 & 6, 2009 Redwood Empire KC - Petaluma
September 7, 2009
NCWC ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Elk Grove
September 11 & 12, 2009
NCIWC Specialty - Petaluma
September 13, 2009
NCIWC Specialty ASFA Lure Trial - Petaluma
September 13, 2009
Sir Francis Drake KC - San Rafael
September 19 & 20
SSIH ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Wheatland
September 26 & 27
Bonanza KC - Carson. NV
September 26, 2009
PHFNC ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Hollister
September 27, 2009
BARRC ASFA All Breed Lure Trial - Hollister
October 3 & 4
October 10 & 11
October 18 & 19
October 24 & 25

Donner Trail KC - Roseville
Two Cities KC - Yuba City
Del Valle KC - Pleasanton
Sacramento Valley DF - Dixon

September 5 - 8, 2009 NCIWC Green Island Backpacking
Please contact Frank Christian for information on the above
(925) 437-3422 fwc10000@gmail.com
Show Info - contact Robin Burchett tory_iw@att.net (925) 689-9765
Lure Info - contact Karen Corriea KarCorri@aol.com (925) 680-1504

The Hounds’ Bugle
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441

